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Given a ﬁnite abelian group G (written additively), and a subset
S of G , the size r(S) of the set {(a,b): a,b,a + b ∈ S} may range
between 0 and |S|2, with the extremal values of r(S) corresponding
to sum-free subsets and subgroups of G . In this paper, we consider
the intermediate values which r(S) may take, particularly in the
setting where G is Z/pZ under addition (p prime). We obtain
various bounds and results. In the Z/pZ setting, this work may
be viewed as a subset generalization of the Cauchy–Davenport
Theorem.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group (written additively) with cardinality g and let S be a subset of G
with cardinality s. Clearly, the size of the set {(a,b): a,b,a+ b ∈ S} may range between 0 and s2. We
begin by making the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let 0 r  s2. The set S is r-closed if, among the s2 possible ordered pairs (a,b) with
a,b ∈ S , there are exactly r pairs such that a + b ∈ S . The r-value of the r-closed set S is denoted by
r(S). (The empty set is taken to be 0-closed.)
So, if S is a subgroup of G , then S is s2-closed, while if S is a sum-free set, then S is 0-closed.
Sum-free sets have been the subject of much study, originally in the context of the integers (see
the Cameron–Erdo˝s Conjecture [1], resolved in [6]) and also in Z/pZ (see [7]). There is also a link
between r-closed sets and Schur triples (see for example [3]).
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spectrum of r-values of the subsets of G? Motivated by its links with the classical Cauchy–Davenport
Theorem we are particularly interested in the case when G = Z/pZ under addition (p ∈ N, p prime).
In this case, we characterize the maximal and minimal possible r-values, simply in terms of p and
the subset size, and show that these are attained when S is an interval. We make a conjecture (ver-
iﬁed computationally for all primes p  23) about the complete spectrum of r-values for any subset
cardinality in Z/pZ and prove that, for any p, all conjectured r-values in the spectrum are attained
when the subset cardinality is suitably small (< 2p+27 ).
2. Basic results
Throughout, we will assume that our ﬁnite abelian group is written additively. The following basic
results are easily seen to hold.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group with |G| = g.
(i) r({0}) = 1 and r(G) = g2 .
(ii) r({a}) = 0 for a = 0.
(iii) r(S) = s2 ⇔ S is a subgroup of G.
(iv) If 0 ∈ S, then r(S) 2s − 1.
(v) There is no S ⊆ G such that (g − 1)2 < r(S) < g2 .
(vi) If I ⊆ J ⊆ G, then r(I) r( J ). In particular, every subset of a 0-closed set is 0-closed.
(vii) If I , J are disjoint subsets of G, then r(I ∪ J ) r(I) + r( J ).
The r-value of a set is invariant under two natural operations.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group and let S be a subset of G. Then
(i) r(S) = r(−S) (where −S = {−s: s ∈ S}).
(ii) If G is the additive group of a ring, and c ∈ G is a unit, then r(S) = r(cS) (where cS = {cs: s ∈ S}).
Proof. Clearly a, b and a + b ∈ S if and only if −a, −b and −(a + b) ∈ −S; the second part is simi-
lar. 
The next result, which shows that the r-values obey a polynomial identity, effectively halves the
amount of work necessary when dealing with r-values in subsequent sections. It may also be viewed
as providing a formula for the total number of monochromatic Schur triples in a 2-colouring of G .1
Versions of the result have been established in the context of Schur triples: for Z/nZ in [3], and for
arbitrary ﬁnite groups in [10]. For completeness, we present a proof in our setting.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group of order g. Let s be a positive integer with 0 s  g, and let S
be a subset of G of size s. Let T be the complement of S in G. Then
r(S) + r(T ) = g2 − 3gs + 3s2.
Proof. Let |T | = t(= g − s). We partition the set G × G of ordered pairs (a,b) into the following six
subsets:
1 A Schur triple in G is a triple of elements (x, y, z) (x = y) with x+ y = z. If G is partitioned into a ﬁnite number S1, . . . , Sk
of colour classes, then the Schur triple (x, y, z) is said to be monochromatic if x, y and z lie in the same class.
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{
(a,b): one of {a,b} is in S , the other is in T and a + b ∈ S};
K2 =
{
(a,b): one of {a,b} is in S , the other is in T and a + b ∈ T };
K3 =
{
(a,b): a,b ∈ S,a + b ∈ T };
K4 =
{
(a,b): a,b ∈ T ,a + b ∈ S};
K5 =
{
(a,b): a,b ∈ S,a + b ∈ S};
K6 =
{
(a,b): a,b ∈ T ,a + b ∈ T }.
Consider the cardinalities of these subsets. Noting that the total number of ordered pairs (a,b) with
a ∈ S , b ∈ T and a + b ∈ S is s2 − r(S), and using symmetry, yields |K1| = 2(s2 − r(S)). Similarly
|K2| = 2(t2 − r(T )). The cardinalities of the remaining four sets are |K3| = s2 − r(S), |K4| = t2 −
r(T ), |K5| = r(S) and |K6| = r(T ). Using the fact that g2 =∑6i=1 |Ki | and rearranging, we ﬁnd that
r(S) + r(T ) = 3(s2+t2)−g22 = g2 − 3gs + 3s2. 
We note that the above result can also be stated in terms of Fourier transforms; see for exam-
ple [12].
The following observations are consequences of Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group with |G| = g.
(i) r(G \ {0}) = (g − 1)(g − 2).
(ii) Let S be a subgroup of G. Then its complement T = G \ S is 0-closed if and only if S is the whole group or
has index 2 in G.
Proof. For (i), since r({0}) = 1, we have that r(G \ {0}) = 3(g −1)2 + g2 −3g(g −1)−1 = g2 −3g +2.
For (ii), r(S) = s2, so r(T ) = g2 − 3gs + 2s2 = (g − s)(g − 2s). 
Using Theorem 2.3, the set of possible r-values for a given subset cardinality s can be bounded in
terms of s and |G|.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be ﬁnite abelian group G with |G| = g, and let 0  s  g. Then the set of r-values of
subsets of G with cardinality s, i.e. the set{∣∣{(a,b): a,b,a + b ∈ S}∣∣: S ⊆ G, |S| = s}
is contained in the interval [0, g2 − 3gs + 3s2] in N.
3. r-closed subsets of Z/pZ
Henceforth in this paper, we take G = Z/pZ under addition, where p ∈ N is prime, and consider
the r-closed subsets of Z/pZ. Since the case p = 2 is trivial, we can assume that p is an odd prime.
We begin by observing that the question of determining the value of r for a given subset S ⊆ Z/pZ
is closely related to the theorem of Cauchy and Davenport (see [2,4,5]); in fact, our problem may be
viewed as a subset generalization of the Cauchy–Davenport Theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Cauchy–Davenport). If A and B are non-empty subsets of Z/pZ, then |A + B| 
min(p, |A| + |B| − 1).
Taking A and B both equal to some subset S ⊆ Z/pZ with |S| = s, we have that
|S + S|min(p,2s − 1).
Theorem 3.1 was generalized by Pollard in [8] to the following:
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Ni (1 i m) denote the number of elements of Z/pZ expressible in at least i ways as a + b (a ∈ A, b ∈ B).
Then
N1 + N2 + · · · + Ni  imin
(
p, |A| + |B| − i) (1)
where 1 i m.
Here N1 counts the number of distinct elements of Z/pZ in A + B , and ∑ j N j counts, with
“multiplicities,” the number of times that an element of A + B arises as (a+ b) as (a,b) runs through
A × B . If we take both A and B equal to some set S ⊆ Z/pZ with |S| = s, we have
N1 + N2 + · · · + Ni  imin(p,2s − i)
where 1 i  s.
Now consider elements of S + S which lie not merely in Z/pZ (all do, by deﬁnition) but which
also lie in S itself. Denote by N ′i the number of elements of (S + S) ∩ S which arise in at least i
ways as elements of S + S . For any subset S ⊆ Z/pZ with |S| = s, we have N ′1 = |(S + S) ∩ S|; then∑s
i=1 N ′i = r(S), the quantity deﬁned in the opening section.
3.1. Minimal and maximal r-values in Z/pZ
We consider the minimal and maximal possible r-values for a subset of size s (0 s p) in Z/pZ.
The smallest possible value of r attainable by any subset of Z/pZ is clearly 0; however, a set may
be “too big” to have an r-value of 0. In papers such as [14] and [9], the size and structure of maximal
sum-free sets in various ﬁnite additive abelian groups are determined. Of these, we require only the
following result; for completeness we give a direct proof using the Cauchy–Davenport Theorem.
Deﬁnition 3.3. For p ∈ N, deﬁne
k[p] = 	 p + 1
3

 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
p−1
3 , p ≡ 1 mod 3,
p
3 , p ≡ 0 mod 3,
p+1
3 , p ≡ −1 mod 3.
Proposition 3.4. Let p be a prime. If S ⊆ Z/pZ is 0-closed, then |S| k[p].
Proof. Denote k[p] simply by k. Let S be an arbitrary subset of Z/pZ with cardinality |S| = k+ 1. We
will show that S cannot be 0-closed, i.e. there must be a pair (a,b) ∈ S2 s.t. a+b ∈ S . By the Cauchy–
Davenport Theorem, the number of distinct elements of Z/pZ in S+ S is at least min(p,2k+1). Since
k = p−13 for p ≡ 1(3), p+13 for p ≡ −1(3) and 1 for p = 3, clearly 2k + 1  p. So there are at least
2k + 1 distinct values in S + S . Hence there are at most p − (2k + 1) (3k + 1) − (2k + 1) = k values
in Z/pZ which do not lie in S + S . Since S has cardinality k + 1, the set (S + S) ∩ S is non-empty,
and hence S is not 0-closed. 
We note that, when n is not prime, Zn can contain a 0-closed set of size greater than k[n]. For
example, for m ∈ N, the set {1,3,5, . . . ,2m − 1} is a 0-closed subset of Z/(2m)Z, of size m.
We make the following deﬁnitions, which will be important in what follows.
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let p be an odd prime. For 0 s p, deﬁne f s and gs as follows:
f s =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 s k[p],
(3s−p)2−1
4 s > k[p] and s even,
(3s−p)2 s > k[p] and s odd,4
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⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
3s2
4 s p − k[p] and s even,
3s2+1
4 s p − k[p] and s odd,
p2 − 3sp + 3s2 s > p − k[p].
Note that f s + gp−s = p2 − 3sp + 3s2.
We will prove the main theorem of this section using techniques from linear programming; details
of the method may be found in references such as [11].
Theorem 3.6. Let S be a subset of Z/pZ of size s, where p is an odd prime. Then
(i) r(S) gs,
(ii) r(S) f s .
Proof. We use the simplex method from linear programming, with constraints arising from the in-
equalities of Theorem 3.2. Our linear programming problem is:
Maximize r =
s∑
i=1
ni
subject to
j∑
i=1
ni +
j∑
i=1
mi  j ·min{p,2s − j}, 1 j  s − 1,
s∑
i=1
ni +
s∑
i=1
mi = s2,
0 ni  s, 1 i  s,
mi  0, 1 i  s.
In standard form, the problem is:
Maximize cx
subject to
Ax= b,
x 0,
where
c = (1,1, . . . ,1,0,0, . . . ,0) (where number of 1’s is s), and
x = (n1,n2, . . . ,ns,m1,m2, . . . ,ms,u1,u2, . . . ,us−1, t1, t2, . . . , ts)
(the ui ’s are surplus variables and the ti ’s are slack variables).
Here
b= (1 ·min{p,2s − 1},2 ·min{p,2s − 2}, . . . , (s − 1) ·min{p, s + 1), s2, s, s, . . . , s)
and A is the 2s× (4s−1) matrix given below (where all vacant entries represent 0’s and each column
is labelled by its associated variable):
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⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
n1 n2 . . . ns m1 m2 . . . ms u1 u2 . . . us−1 t1 t2 . . . ts
1 1 −1
1 1 1 1 −1
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . −1
1 1 1 . . 1 1 1 1 . . 1
1 1
. .
. .
. .
1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Deﬁne d by
d =
{ 	 s+12 
 if s p − k[p],
2s − p if s p − k[p].
Take B to be the submatrix of A consisting of columns n1,n2, . . . ,ns,m1,m2, . . . ,md, td+1, td+2,
. . . , ts and let N be the submatrix of A consisting of columns md+1,md+2, . . . ,ms,u1,u2, . . . ,us−1,
t1, t2, . . . , td (here B is our basis matrix). Then B−1 is given by the 2s × 2s partitioned matrix⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0d,d 0d,(s−d) Id 0d,(s−d)
0−
(s−d),d J s−d 0(s−d),d 0(s−d),(s−d)
Jd 0d,(s−d) −Id 0d,(s−d)
0+
(s−d),d − J s−d 0(s−d),d Is−d
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
where 0m,n denotes the zero m × n matrix; 0−m,n and 0+m,n are m × n matrices with
[
0−m,n
]
i j =
{−1 if (i, j) = (1,n),
0 otherwise,
and
[
0+m,n
]
i j =
{
1 if (i, j) = (1,n),
0 otherwise,
and Jm is an m ×m matrix with
[ Jm]i j =
{
1 if i = j,
−1 if i − 1 = j,
0 otherwise.
Deﬁne v by
v =
{
2s − p if p < 2s,
0 otherwise.
The vector b = (b1, . . . ,b2s) has entries bi = ip for 1 i  v (for v = 0), bi = i(2s − i) for v + 1
i  s and bi = s for s + 1 i  2s. We obtain the solution xB = B−1b given by
• n1 = bs+1, n2 = bs+2, . . . , nd = bs+d;
• nd+1 = bd+1 − bd , nd+2 = bd+2 − bd+1, . . . , ns = bs − bs−1;
• m1 = b1 − bs+1, m2 = b2 − b1 − bs+2, . . . , md = bd − bd−1 − bs+d;
• td+1 = bd − bd+1 + bd+s+1, td+2 = bd+1 − bd+2 + bd+s+2, . . . , ts = bs−1 − bs + b2s .
In all cases (i.e. for all values of d and v), we have that
• n1 = n2 = · · · = nd = s;
• nd+1 = 2(s − d) − 1, nd+2 = 2(s − d − 1) − 1, . . . , ns = 1;
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• ti  0 for all d + 1 i  s,
i.e. xB  0.
Taking xN = (0,0, . . . ,0), we have that x = (xB,xN) is a basic feasible solution for the problem. By
linear programming theory, x is optimal if cBB−1N − cN  0. In our case cB = (1,1, . . . ,1,0,0, . . . ,0)
and cN = (0,0, . . . ,0). Thus, cBB−1N − cN is
s − d s 2s − d
(1 1 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 . . . 0 1 1 . . . 1).
Consequently, we have an optimal solution. The maximal r-value is given by
ds +
s−d∑
i=1
(2i − 1) = s2 − sd + d2.
If s p − k[p], then d = 	 s+12 
 and
s2 − sd + d2 =
{
3s2+1
4 if s is odd,
3s2
4 if s is even.
If s p − k[p], then d = 2s − p and
s2 − sd + d2 = p2 − 3sp + 3s2. 
Remark 3.7. Note that, for the optimal solution in the above proof, equality holds in the Cauchy–
Davenport inequality, so that Vosper’s Theorem [13] implies that this solution corresponds to an
arithmetic progression.
The above bounds are actually best possible. We now show that we can always ﬁnd intervals
which attain these lower and upper bounds. For convenience, if n is an integer in an appropriate
range, we shall often write n for the residue class modulo p represented by n, and vice versa; the
intended usage should be clear from the context.
We begin by noting a necessary property of a set with maximum or minimum r-value.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose p is an odd prime, S ⊆ Z/pZ and |S| = s.
(i) If r(S) = gs, then 0 ∈ S.
(ii) If r(S) = f s , then 0 /∈ S.
Proof. Observe that, if r(S) = gs , then SC (the complement of S in Z/pZ) satisﬁes r(SC ) = f p−s and
so either of (i) or (ii) implies the other. We shall suppose r(S) = gs , and establish part (i).
If s  p − k[p] then |SC |  k[p] and so SC is 0-closed. Hence by part (iii) of Proposition 2.1,
SC cannot contain 0, and so 0 ∈ S . Now assume that s < p − k[p]. Suppose 0 /∈ S and consider S ′ =
S ∪ {0}. We show that r(S ′) > gs+1, which gives a contradiction. Notice that the pairs (0,0), (0,a),
a ∈ S, have their sum in S ′ so that r(S ′)  r(S) + 2s + 1. If s is even, then r(S ′)  r(S) + 2s + 1 =
3s2
4 + 2s+ 1. On the other hand, gs+1 = 3(s+1)
2+1
4 = 3s
2
4 + 6s+44 . Clearly, 2s + 1 > 6s+44 . The case when
s is odd is similar. 
Deﬁnition 3.9. An interval in Z/pZ is deﬁned to be a subset of Z/pZ consisting of consecutive residue
classes modulo p. The notation [a,b] will denote the interval {a,a + 1, . . . ,b − 1,b} ⊆ Z/pZ (a,b ∈
Z/pZ).
For example, in Z/7Z, the subsets {2,3,4,5} and {6,0,1,2} are both intervals of size 4, and may
be written as [2,5] and [6,2] (or [−1,2]), respectively.
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(i) Suppose p is an odd prime and s = 2n + 1 is an odd positive integer with p > 3n. The interval [−n,n] ⊆
Z/pZ is (3n2 + 3n + 1)-closed.
(ii) Suppose p is an odd prime and s = 2n is an even positive integer with p > 3n. The interval [−(n−1),n] ⊆
Z/pZ is 3n2-closed.
Proof. We prove part (i); part (ii) is similar. We induct on n. When n = 0 the result is trivial. For n > 0,
consider the new pairs coming into play upon passing from the interval [−(n − 1), (n − 1)] to [−n,n].
Since p > 3n, these comprise pairs which sum to −n and n (namely {(−n,0),
(−(n − 1),−1), . . . (0,−n)} and {(0,n), (1,n − 1), . . . (n,0)}) together with pairs containing −n
or n which sum to elements of the original interval (namely {(−n,1), . . . , (−n,n)}, {(1,−n), . . . ,
(n − 1,−n)}, {(n,−1), . . . , (n,−n)} and {(−1,n), . . . , (−(n − 1),n)}). These pairs contribute a total of
2(n+ 1)+ 2(2n− 1) = 6n to the count, giving a total by induction of (3(n− 1)2 + 3(n− 1)+ 1)+ 6n =
3n2 + 3n + 1. 
Theorem 3.11. Let p > 2 be prime.
(i) Let s p − k[p]. Then there exists an interval I of Z/pZ of size s with r(I) = gs.
(ii) Let t > k[p]. Then there exists an interval J of Z/pZ of size t with r( J ) = ft .
Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.10, such an interval is given by [−n,n] if s = 2n + 1 is an odd integer, and
[−(n − 1),n] if s = 2n is an even integer.
(ii) For t > k[p], use part (i) to obtain an interval I in Z/pZ of size p− t with r(I) = gp−t . Consider
its complement J in Z/pZ. The set J is an interval in Z/pZ of size t; by Theorem 2.3, it has r-value
r( J ) = ft . 
Theorem 3.12. Let p > 2 be prime.
(i) Let s k[p]. Then there exists an interval I of Z/pZ of size s with r(I) = f s .
(ii) Let t > p − k[p]. Then there exists an interval J of Z/pZ of size t with r( J ) = gt .
Proof. (i) Denoting k[p] by k, deﬁne S = {k + 1, . . . ,2k} if p = 3k + 1 and S = {k, . . . ,2k − 1} if p =
3k− 1. Then all elements of S + S lie in Zp \ S , i.e. S is 0-closed. To obtain a 0-closed interval of size
s < k, we may take any size-s subinterval of S .
(ii) For t > p − k[p], use part (i) to obtain an interval I in Z/pZ of size p − t with r(I) = f p−t , and
take its complement J in Z/pZ. 
4. The spectrum of r-values in Z/pZ
In this section, we consider the question: what is the full spectrum of r-values for a given p and s?
In other words, how many of the integers between f s and gs arise as the r-values of sets of size s in
Z/pZ?
4.1. r-values of special subsets of Z/pZ
We ﬁrst derive expressions and bounds for the r-values of certain subsets of Z/pZ which will
be used in establishing the spectrum results which follow. For convenience, we will allow the same
label to be used both for an integer n in an appropriate range, and the corresponding residue class
modulo p.
Proposition 4.1. Let 0  s  p−12 . Denote by S0 the interval {0,1, . . . , s − 1} ⊆ Zp of size s, and by S j its
translation by 0  j  p − 1, i.e. S j = { j, j + 1, . . . , s − 1 + j} ⊆ Zp . Let Ti be the ith triangular number,
Ti = i(i+1)2 , and let T ∗i = Ti if i > 0 and 0 otherwise.
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r(S j) = T ∗s− j + T ∗2s+ j−p−1.
Moreover, r(S j) = r(Sp−s+1− j).
Case II. Let k = 0,1, . . . , s − 1. Then
r(Sp−k) = Ts − k2 + (s − 1)k.
Moreover, r(Sp−k) = r(Sp−(s−1−k)).
Proof. Case I. The quantity r(S j) counts two sets of ordered pairs in S j × S j . Firstly, there is a con-
tribution from the pairs (a,b) s.t. a + b < p (as integers) and a + b ∈ S j (as elements of Z/pZ); there
are Ts− j of these if j < s; otherwise 0. There is also a contribution from the pairs (a,b) s.t. a + b  p
and a + b ∈ S j ; there are T2(s−1+ j)−(p+ j)+1 of these if the subscript is positive, 0 otherwise. Hence in
total r(S j) = T ∗s− j + T ∗2s+ j−p−1, as required. It is easily veriﬁed that, for j in the stated range, we have
S j = −(Sp−s+1− j), and hence the two sets have the same r-value. Thus, to obtain r(S1), . . . , r(Sp−s),
it suﬃces to consider j = 1, . . . , p−s2 (s odd) or p−s+12 (s even).
Case II. First note that translation by p − k (i.e. by −k) is translation ‘backwards’ by k; we shall
adopt this viewpoint and refer to Sp−k as S−k . Clearly r(S0) = Ts . Translating S0 by −1, deletion
of the element s − 1 reduces the r-value by s, while the introduction of the element −1 increases
the r-value by 2(s − 1), a net increase of s − 2. In general, when translating S−(i−1) to S−i , we
decrease r(S−(i−1)) by s + i − 1 in deleting s − i, and increase it by 2s − i − 1 in adding −i: a net
increase of s − 2i. Summing these gains, we ﬁnd that r(S−k) = r(S0) + ks − k(k − 1), as required. Let
f (k) = −k2 + (s − 1)k; it is easily veriﬁed that f (k) = f (s − 1 − k) for k in the stated range. This
means that r(S−k) = r(S−(s−1−k)). So, to obtain r(S0), r(S−1), . . . , r(S−(s−1)), it suﬃces to consider
r(S−k) where k = 0,1, . . . , s−12 (s odd) or s−22 (s even). 
The r-value of an interval of length greater than p−12 may be obtained by applying Proposition 4.1
to its complement then using Theorem 2.3.
A standard counting argument (which we omit) can be used to establish the following:
Proposition 4.2. Let I and J be disjoint intervals in Z/pZ with |I| = | J |. Then
r(I ∪ J ) = 3(r(I) + r( J )) + I +  J ,
where I = |{( j1, j2): j1, j2 ∈ J , j1 + j2 ∈ I}| and  J = |{(i1, i2): i1, i2 ∈ I, i1 + i2 ∈ J }|, i.e.
3
(
r(I) + r( J )) r(I ∪ J ) 3(r(I) + r( J ))+ 2g|I|.
Deﬁnition 4.3.
• A punctured interval in Z/pZ is deﬁned to be a subset of Z/pZ of the form I \ { j}, where I ⊆ Zp
is an interval in Z/pZ and j ∈ I .
• An augmented interval in Z/pZ is deﬁned to be a subset of Z/pZ of the form I ∪ { j}, where
I ⊆ Z/pZ is an interval in Z/pZ and j ∈ (Z/pZ) \ I .
We describe the r-value of a punctured interval in Z/pZ. For k ∈ Z, let k∗ = k if k  0, k∗ = 0
otherwise. For 0 d, s, j  p − 1 and i = 1, . . . ,7, we deﬁne zi = zi(d, s, j) by
z1 =
{
j − 1 if d = 0,
( j − d + 1)∗ if d > 0,
z2 = (p + d + j − 2m − 2 f + g + 1)∗
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otherwise. We deﬁne
z3 = (2s − 2p − j + d + 1)∗,
z4 =
{
(2s − 2 j − 2d + 1)∗ if j  s−d2 ,
(2s − 2 j − 2d + 2)∗ otherwise,
z5 =
{
2p + 2s − 2 j − 2d + 2 if j  p − d and 2 j /∈ [p − d, p − d + s],
2p + 2s − 2 j − 2d + 1 if j  p − d and 2 j ∈ [p − d, p − d + s],
z6 =
{
(2s − 2p + 2 j + 2d + 2)∗ if j < p − d and 2 j /∈ [p − d, p − d + s],
(2s − 2p + 2 j + 2d + 1)∗ if j < p − d and 2 j ∈ [p − d, p − d + s],
z7 =
{
(2d + 2s − 4p + 2 j + 2)∗ if j < 2p−d2 ,
(2d + 2s − 4p + 2 j + 1)∗ otherwise.
Proposition 4.4. For 0 d, s p − 1, let S be the interval {d,d+ 1, . . . ,d+ s} ⊆ Zp . For 1 j  s, let S ′ be
the set S \ {d + j}. Then
r(S ′) = r(S) −
7∑
i=1
zi .
Proof. The sum z1 + z2 + z3 counts all pairs (x, y) with x, y ∈ S and x + y = d + j mod p, while
z4 + z5 + z6 + z7 counts all pairs (x, y), x, y, x+ y ∈ S and one of x or y equal to d+ j. Deleting these
pairs gives us the desired count. 
Since an augmented interval is the complement of a punctured interval, the r-value of such a set
may be derived from Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 4.4.
4.2. Describing the spectrum of r-values in Z/pZ
We begin with the small prime case. For 3  p  11, the constructions described in the previ-
ous subsection yield as r-values all values in the interval [ f s, gs] with the following exceptions (see
Table 1).
Exhaustive machine search shows that these are precisely all the r-values in each case. Henceforth
we may assume that p > 11.
We consider the “extremal” values of s for an arbitrary prime p.
Proposition 4.5. Let p > 11. For 1 s  3 and p − 3 s  p, the r-values for subsets of Z/pZ of size s are
precisely the integers in the interval [ f s, gs] with the following exceptions (see Table 2).
Proof. For s = 1,2,3 and p, the following sets yield the prescribed r-values. It is easy to show that 2
is not an r-value when s = 2 and that 4 is not an r-value when s = 3.
• s = 1: r({1}) = 0, r({0}) = 1,
• s = 2: r({2,3}) = 0, r({1,2}) = 1, r({0,1}) = 3,
• s = 3: r({3,4,5}) = 0, r({2,3,4}) = 1, r({1,2,4}) = 2, r({1,2,3}) = 3, r({0,1,3}) = 5,
r({0,1,2}) = 6, r({0,1, p − 1}) = 7,
• s = p: r({0,1, . . . , p − 1}) = p2.
The remainder of the proof follows by Theorem 2.3. 
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p s fs gs exceptions
3 2 2 3 –
3 3 9 9 –
5 2 0 3 2
5 3 4 7 5
5 4 12 13 –
5 5 25 25 –
7 2 0 3 2
7 3 1 7 2, 4
7 4 6 12 9, 11
7 5 16 19 17
7 6 30 31 –
7 7 49 49 –
11 2 0 3 2
11 3 0 7 4
11 4 0 12 11
11 5 4 19 5, 11, 17
11 6 12 27 14, 20, 26
11 7 25 37 26
11 8 42 49 45
11 9 64 67 65
11 10 90 91 –
11 11 121 121 –
Table 2
s fs gs exceptions
1 0 1 –
2 0 3 2
3 0 7 4
p p2 p2 –
p − 1 p2 − 3p + 2 p2 − 3p + 3 –
p − 2 p2 − 6p + 9 p2 − 6p + 12 p2 − 6p + 10
p − 3 p2 − 9p + 20 p2 − 9p + 27 p2 − 9p + 23
Deﬁnition 4.6. For a given value of s with 4 s p − 4, deﬁne V (s) by
V (s) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 if s k[p],
 p−s−34  if s 	 p+12 
,
 3s−p−14  otherwise.
The following conjecture postulates the precise r-value spectrum in the remaining general case
(when p > 11 and 4 s p − 4).
Conjecture 4.7. For p > 11 and 4 s p − 4 there are V (s) exceptional values at the low end of the interval
[ f s, gs] and V (p − s) exceptional values at the high end of the interval [ f s, gs]. All other values in the interval
can be obtained as r-values. The exceptions are given by:
f s + 3i + 1 for 0 i < V (s) if s ≡ p mod 2,
f s + 3i + 2 for 0 i < V (s) if s ≡ p mod 2,
gs − 3i − 1 for 0 i < V (p − s) if s is even,
gs − 3i − 2 for 0 i < V (p − s) if s is odd.
Conjecture 4.7 has been veriﬁed computationally for all primes p  23 and all corresponding s
(4 s p − 4).
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In this ﬁnal section we establish that, for suitably small s, all conjectured r-values are obtained. As
usual, p denotes an odd prime; in fact we may assume that p > 11 and 4 s p − 4.
The following results can be established via a series of constructions using the results of Sec-
tion 4.1. We omit the details of the proofs.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose s < p2 . Then for every integer r such that Ts−1 + 2 r  	 3(s
2−2s+4)
4 
, there exists
a subset S of Z/pZ of size s such that r(S) = r.
Proof. Take the punctured interval S = [p − k, p − k + s] \ {p − k + j} ⊂ Z/pZ (	 s+42 
  k  s and
s − k + 1 j  k − 1) and, for each valid k, let j run through all possible values. 
Our ﬁnal result establishes the claim of Conjecture 4.7 for s < 2p+27 .
Theorem 4.9. Suppose s < 2p+27 . Let r be an integer, 0  r  gs, such that r is not congruent to 2 mod 3 if
r  3s2−3s+84 . Then r(S) = r for some subset S ⊆ Z/pZ with |S| = s.
Proof.
• For 0 r  T	 s2 
 , we use the augmented interval S = [d,d + s − 2] ∪ { j} where 	 s+32 
 d s and
d + s − 1 j  2s.
• For T	 s2 
  r  Ts−1, we use the augmented interval S = [d,d + s − 2] ∪ { j} where p − 	
3(s−1)
2 

d p − s + 1 and d − s j  2d + s − p − 2.
• For r = Ts−1 + 1, we take the sets S = {0,3,4,5} for s = 4, S = {0,3,4,5,7} for s = 5 and S =
{0,2,3, . . . , s − 3, s − 1, s, s + 1} for s > 5.
• For Ts−1 + 2 r  	 3(s2−2s+4)4 
, we use Proposition 4.8.
• For 	 3(s2−2s+4)4 
 r  gs , we use the following punctured intervals, with suitable t:
• [− s2 , s2 ] \ {t} (1 t  s2 ) and [− s−12 , s+12 ] \ {t} (1 t  s+12 );
• [−−s+22 , s−22 ] \ {t} (1 t  s−22 ) and [− s+12 , s−12 ] \ {t} (1 t  s−12 );
• [− s−62 , s+62 ] \ {t} (6 t  s+62 ) and [− s−52 , s+52 ] \ {t} (5 t  s+52 ). 
Observe that the set of values {r  3s2−3s+84 : r ≡ 2 mod 3} corresponds precisely to the set{r = gs − 3i − δs: 0  i  V (p − s)} (where δs = 1 if s is even and 2 if s is odd) which appears
in Conjecture 4.7.
5. Concluding remarks
We have instigated an investigation of the question: what can be said about the r-values of the
subsets of a ﬁnite additive abelian group, in particular the additive group Z/pZ (p prime)? Our results
suggest many further problems, questions and conjectures; we mention a few.
A complete proof of Conjecture 4.7 is desirable; however it may not be feasible to obtain a con-
structive proof in the case of larger s. We have characterized the maximum and minimum possible
r-values for a set in Z/pZ of size s; an inverse problem is whether the structure of sets which at-
tain these extremal r-values may be characterized. We conjecture that, for s < p − k[p], the interval
given in part (i) of Theorem 3.11 is (up to scalar multiplication) the only set of size s with maximum
r-value gs .
A natural question is what happens in the case when G = Z/nZ, where n is non-prime; in partic-
ular, how much does this have in common with the prime case? Clearly, the presence of subgroups
alters the situation (for example, it is no longer the case that f s and gs are necessarily the minimum
S. Huczynska et al. / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 116 (2009) 831–843 843and maximum possible r-values for sets of size s) and we expect the spectrum of r-values to have a
more complicated description.
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